
Correction Codes – Grammatical Errors  
 

Abbreviation Explanation 
a bit like % take out 
 / 
/\ 

insert at point indicated (ie something is missing, you should know what if 
not indicated) 

# insert space (one word should be two, or a space is missing) 
new para + [ start new paragraph 
art article (a, an, any, the) is missing before noun, noun string or noun phrase (ie 

adjective(s) in front of noun) 
v form verb form is wrong 
v - inf use infinitive form of verb 
tense(s) verb tense is wrong (either individually or as part of sequence) 
past ple (pple) use past participle (regular forms end in –ed) 
pres ple use present participle (ends in –ing) 
adjna adjective does not agree with the noun it qualifies (singular / plural problem) 
ana article does not agree with its noun  
nna noun does not agree with its possessive noun  
npa noun does not agree with its possessive  
nva/vna noun and verb do not agree (in noun-verb or verb-noun order) 
dpna demonstrative pronoun (this, that, these, those) does not agree with noun  
dpva demonstrative pronoun (this, that, these, those) does not agree with verb  
prep preposition is wrong 
poss noun or noun phrase requires possessive form (my, our, your, his, her, its, 

their) 
vocab wrong word has been used (vocab v = wrong verb, vocab n = wrong noun, 

vocab adj = wrong adjective, vocab adv = wrong adverb) 
plag plagiarism (ie section is copied from source, with or without errors) 
quote ref in-text reference (author, date, page) is required 
QM quotation marks are required 
indent start long quotation on new line and indent quote from left margin 
s singular form 
pl plural form 
x2 / x3 / x4 etc two /three / four etc consecutive errors of the kind identified 
ref? provide the reference source  
x an obvious error – you identify and correct it if no hint is given 
sp spelling error (or typo) 
?? your reader doesn’t follow or understand what you’re trying to say 
who? / what? don’t use a relative or demonstrative pronoun (he / she / it / they / this / that / 

these / those) by itself to start a sentence 
conj conjunction problem: method of joining clauses or sentences is wrong  
coll n noun used is (or should be) a collective noun and is singular, not plural  
subj subject (always a noun, noun string, noun phrase or pronoun) 
obj object (usually a noun, noun string noun phrase or pronoun) 
comp (form) comparative form is required, or the comparative form used is wrong 

 


